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Abstract20

The high kinetic energy electrons that populate the Earth’s radiation belts emit synchrotron21

emissions because of their interaction with the planetary magnetic field. A lunar near22

side array would be uniquely positioned to image this emission and provide a near real23

time measure of how the Earth’s radiation belts are responding to the current solar in-24

put. The Salammbô code is a physical model of the dynamics of the three-dimensional25

phase-space electron densities in the radiation belts, allowing the prediction of 1 keV to26

100 MeV electron distributions trapped in the belts. This information is put into a syn-27

chrotron emission simulator which provides the brightness distribution of the emission28

up to 1 MHz from a given observation point. Using Digital Elevation Models from Lu-29

nar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) data, we se-30

lect a set of locations near the Lunar sub-Earth point with minimum elevation variation31

over various sized patches where we simulate radio receivers to create a synthetic aper-32

ture. We consider all realistic noise sources in the low frequency regime. We then use33

a custom CASA code to image and process the data from our defined array, using SPICE34

to align the lunar coordinates with the Earth. We find that for a moderate lunar sur-35

face electron density of 250/cm3, the radiation belts may be detected every 12-24 hours36

with a 16384 element array over a 10 km diameter circle. Changing electron density can37

make measurements 10x faster at lunar night, and 10x slower at lunar noon.38

Plain Language Summary39

The Earth’s Ionosphere is home to a large population of energetic electrons that40

live in the balance of many factors including input from the Solar wind, and the influ-41

ence of the Earth’s magnetic field. These energetic electrons emit radio waves as they42

traverse Earth’s magnetosphere, leading to short-lived, strong radio emissions from lo-43

cal regions, as well as persistent weaker emissions that act as a global signature of the44

population breakdown of all the energetic electrons. Characterizing this weaker emis-45

sion (Synchrotron Emission) would lead to a greater understanding of the energetic elec-46

tron populations on a day to day level. A radio array on the near side of the Moon would47

always be facing the Earth, and would well suited for measuring its low frequency ra-48

dio emissions. In this work we simulate such a radio array on the lunar near side, to im-49

age this weaker synchrotron emission. The specific geometry and location of the test ar-50

ray were made using the most recent lunar maps made by the Lunar Reconnaissance Or-51

biter. This array would give us unprecedented day to day knowledge of the electron en-52

vironment around our planet, providing reports of Earth’s strong and weak radio emis-53

sions, giving both local and global information.54

1 Introduction55

Understanding the energetic electron environment below 6 Earth radii has long been56

an area of scientific interest as well as practical concern. This information helps us to57

understand the radiation dosages that spacecraft at different orbits are likely to see over58

time, which in turn goes into the Total Ionizing Dose (TID) the spacecraft is designed59

to be tolerant to. The response of the radiation belts to solar input can elicit a variety60

of responses, complicating the calculation of how much radiation a given spacecraft has61

actually been exposed to so far. In order for spacecraft industries to track the predicted62

remaining lifetimes of all their satellites, it would be useful to have some real measure63

of how many energetic electrons were in Earth’s radiation belts at any given time. This64

is especially useful for the many satellites that do not have energetic particle detectors65

to measure their received radiation dose. Even with detectors, existing satellites can give66

only single point in situ measurements of the electron distribution from a stable orbit.67

Measurements of the global synchrotron emission could yield a view of the bigger pic-68

ture by providing a proxy measurement of the global electron distribution, providing use-69
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ful constraints for space weather forecasting models and TID calculations. An array ca-70

pable of such measurements would also be able to localize auroral transient events with71

high precision, providing local, small scale electron data in addition to global data.72

Many planets with magnetic fields have radiation belts from trapped electrons to73

some degree. However, Jupiter is the only outer planet that has had synchrotron emis-74

sion detected from its radiation belts, making it a good case to look at in order to un-75

derstand what to expect in observing the Earth’s synchrotron emission. Jupiter’s strong76

magnetic field traps high energy electrons up to 10s of MeV (Bolton et al., 2002), and77

these stable energetic electron belts produce synchrotron emission in the decimeter (DIM)78

wavelength range (Carr et al., 1983). The physics of synchrotron emission are well un-79

derstood at this point (Pacholczyk, 1970): an electron at a certain energy will release80

photons at a broad spectrum of frequencies corresponding to the the envelope of the sum-81

mation of harmonics of the cyclotron frequency. The cyclotron frequency fc is the fre-82

quency in Hz at which a charged particle such as an electron with mass m and charge83

q gyrates around a magnetic field with field strength B in Gauss (G).84

fc =
qB

2πm
(1)

An electron with energy E in Mega electronvolts (MeV) and pitch angle α will emit85

a broad range of frequencies corresponding to the envelope of the summation of cyclotron86

harmonics, with a maximum at around fpeak MHz, where87

fpeak ≈ 4.8E2B sinα (2)

It is important to note that fpeak is the frequency at which the maximum amount88

of photons are being emitted, not the highest frequency with any emission.89

The energy of the Jovian radiation belt electrons that contribute to the DIM emis-90

sion typically ranges from hundreds of keV (i.e., barely relativistic electrons) to several91

hundred MeV (i.e., ultra-relativistic electrons). It is generally accepted that at Jupiter92

this synchrotron emission from high-energy electrons dominates at frequencies 100-300093

MHz, while thermal emission overtakes it at higher frequencies. This synchrotron emis-94

sion is characterized by large angular extent relative to the visible disk and by its high95

degree of linear polarization.96

With the basic physics of synchrotron emission pinned down, a challenge in recent97

years was to deduce the spatial and energy distribution of electrons to allow to best re-98

production of the observed 2D and 3D maps of radio emission (Santos-Costa & Bolton,99

2008; Girard et al., 2016). This has been achieved with synthetic 2D radio maps that100

have excellent agreement with radio observations Santos-Costa and Bourdarie (2001);101

Sicard and Bourdarie (2004); Nènon et al. (2017). These results used a version of the102

Salammbô code tuned to Jupiter’s environment to model the physics in the radiation belt103

emissions (Beutier & Boscher, 1995) (Bourdarie et al., 1996) (Boscher et al., 2000).104

Observation of the Jovian radiation belt synchrotron emissions has enabled ma-105

jor progress in the understanding of the radiation belts physics and average distribution106

(Nènon et al. (2017) and references therein). They also enabled the study of short time107

scale changes (hours to months) in the electron distributions near Jupiter related to cometary108

impacts (Santos-Costa et al., 2011) or to the solar wind (Santos-Costa, D. et al., 2014).109

Long time scale dynamics (years) linked to the solar wind have also been revealed (Han110

et al., 2018).111
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Earth’s radiation belts also have keV and MeV electrons as confirmed by (Pierrard112

et al., 2019) using the EPT (Energetic Particle Telescope) onboard the satellite PROBAV,113

as well as measurements from THEMIS (Angelopoulos, 2008). These energetic electrons114

should also produce synchrotron emission, the brightness of which reveals the electron115

distribution across different energy levels. In theory, one could use measurements from116

an array with sufficient sensitivity to measure the brightness spectrum in small band-117

widths from 1 MHz and below, and back out a detailed proxy for the current global elec-118

tron energy distribution. In reality, signal to noise concerns mean that for initial arrays,119

large bandwidths will have to be combined in order to make good detections. Even with120

large bandwidths, this would still be valuable information for understanding the global121

response of the Earth’s radiation belts to space weather. In this work we design an ini-122

tial array that could do some baseline imaging of the radiation belts from the lunar sub-123

Earth point.124

An outline of the paper is as follows: in Section 2, we describe how we use the Salammbô125

code to simulate the Earth’s electron environment from which we extract the resulting126

synchrotron emission as seen from the lunar surface. These simulations will be used as127

ground truth images. Ground truth images are representations of the target the array128

will image. These are input into array simulations and compared to the output images129

to evaluate the array’s performance in capturing the details from the input. In Section130

3, we outline all competing noise sources in this observing frequency range and decide131

on an operational science bandwidth. In Section 4 we design a pathfinder array on the132

lunar surface that can detect and image Earth’s synchrotron emission. In Section 5, the133

results of our simulations are discussed. In Section 6 we outline future work to be done134

and future related missions.135

2 Generating Ground Truth Images136

As seen in Equation 2, the peak emission frequency for a given electron energy level137

is proportional to electron energy E2 and B, the strength of the planetary magnetic field.138

The magnetic moment of Jupiter is 1.59·1030G/cm3, while Earth’s is 2.10·1025G/cm3
139

(Jun & Garrett, 2005). Jupiter has a peak flux of ≥ 1 MeV electrons of 108 electrons/cm2/s140

while Earth has a peak flux of ≥ 1 MeV electrons of 107 electrons/cm2/s. The most en-141

ergetic electrons in Earth’s magnetosphere at 6 Earth radii are below 10 MeV, while the142

most energetic electrons in Jupiter’s magnetosphere at 9.5 Jovian radii are above 1000143

MeV (Jun & Garrett, 2005, Fig. 3). This implies that the expected emission at Earth144

will be at a far lower frequency than seen at Jupiter. It is partially for this reason that145

progress on imaging the Earth’s radiation belts has been significantly slower than for those146

of Jupiter, since there is not a straightforward way to image the global structure of the147

belts when you are trying to do it from a small portion of the globe itself. There is also148

the issue of the ionospheric cutoff, which precludes radio waves below 10 MHz from mak-149

ing all the way through the ionosphere to the Earth’s surface. This means that 1 MHz150

signals generated near the topside ionosphere could not make it down to the ground for151

detection.152

A lunar near side array would be uniquely positioned to measure the belts, and pro-153

vide a near real time measure of how the Earth’s radiation belts are responding to the154

current solar input. The Salammbô code solves the three-dimensional phase-space dif-155

fusion equation while modeling Coulomb collisions with neutral and plasma populations156

around Earth, wave-particle interactions, radial diffusion and magnetopause shadowing157

induced dropouts. It models the radiation belts in a computational domain that extends158

from L=1 to L=10 and uses the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) de-159

centered tilted dipole magnetic field model. The simulation starts 50 days before the two160

target dates with empty radiation belts. At L=10, the modern iteration of the Salammbô161

code uses the Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms/Solid162

State Telescope (THEMIS-SST) data set of electron distributions up to several hundred163
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Figure 1: Integrated spectral flux density of synchrotron radiation from lunar
orbit. The red line is the modeled synchrotron flux density spectrum for a
stormy period on November 1st 2016 when electron fluxes were higher as a
result of the impact of solar wind structures onto the Earth’s magnetosphere.
The blue line is the modeled synchrotron spectrum for a calmer period from
October 11th 2016 when the electron flux was lower. Both spectra are scaled
for an observer on the lunar surface.

keV as an outer boundary condition (Maget et al., 2015). The SST instruments aboard164

THEMIS provide measurements of omnidirectional electron flux in 11 energy channels165

ranging from 31 keV to 720 keV, as well as unidirectional ones resolving eight pitch an-166

gles between 0◦ and 180◦ (Angelopoulos, 2008). The model also takes Kp as an input,167

which parameterizes radial diffusion strength and plasmapause position. An Ensemble168

Kalman Filter (EnKF) is employed by the model for data assimilation, leading to im-169

provements in the predictions. The output is a global model of the trapped electrons in170

the radiation belts from 1 keV to 100 MeV.171

We ran two simulations on a modern version of the Salammbô-EnKF code, a “quiet172

time” which represents what can be seen on 11th of October 2016, and a “storm time”173

on 1st of November 2016 when electron fluxes were higher as a result of the impact of174

solar wind structures onto the Earth’s magnetosphere. Only these two dates are used175

as a research target in this study. A thorough investigation of the synchrotron radiation176

emitted by the radiation belts in more extreme configurations, identifying the lowest and177

highest possible electron fluxes, is left for future work, as are the time dynamics and re-178

sponse of synchrotron radiation to solar wind events. The output of these two simulated179

periods are then analyzed to provide realistic predictions of the brightness of the syn-180

chrotron emission up to 1 MHz. To do so, the synchrotron emission simulator developed181

at ONERA for Jupiter and Saturn has been adapted to Earth (for details on the syn-182

chrotron simulator, see (Nènon et al., 2017) and references therein). The synchrotron183

emission simulator takes the electron distribution in the belts as input, as well as the mag-184

netic field of the planet and the position of the observer. The output is a 2D image of185

the total intensity (first Stokes parameter) of the synchrotron emissions for a given fre-186

quency. It is expressed as brightness temperatures (in Kelvin) and can be converted to187
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Jansky/beam or Jansky/pixel. For lunar distances, the output images are 400x400 2.28188

arcminute pixels, for a total area in the sky of 15.2 degrees. On average, the angular size189

of Earth from the lunar surface is 1.91 degrees, so 1 Earth radius is about 25 pixels in190

this scale.191

We generated brightness maps from 0.1 to 1 MHz scaled to lunar distances with192

an overall spectral flux density in the 1 - 3.75 Jy range. These spectral flux density to-193

tals at lunar distances are seen in Figure 1. An example of the brightness map for a stormy194

period at 736 kHz is seen in Figure 2 (a). The other parts of Figure 2 show the 2D Fourier195

Transform of the sky brightness pattern, which is what the synthetic aperture described196

in Section 4 will be sampling. One should note that the synchrotron intensities are di-197

rectly proportional to the flux of trapped electrons at a given energy, and a variation of198

a factor of 10 is easily encountered in the Earth radiation belts during extreme solar wind199

events.200

Figure 2: Simulated Radiation Belt Emission & Fourier Transform. Top:
Truth image of synchrotron emission from radiation belts at Lunar Distances.
This is what goes into the simulated array pipeline and is compared to the
output. Brightness map created from Salammbô electron simulation data.
The 1.91◦ Earth is added in for a scale indicator.Left : 2D Fourier Transform
Amplitude. Right : 2D Fourier Transform Phase (radians).

Brightness maps of Earth synchrotron emissions can exhibit and confirm what has201

been observed by the Van Allen Probes, that found an “impenetrable” barrier at L=2.8,202

below which energetic electrons cannot penetrate (Baker et al., 2014). This barrier has203

been observed over the course of many years (Baker et al., 2019), and is thought to orig-204
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inate from a magnetically confined bubble of very low frequency (VLF) wave emissions205

of human origin (Foster et al., 2016). Equation 2 implies that at the highest synchrotron206

frequencies, most the contribution comes from the highest energy electrons at the strongest207

magnetic field strengths. This emission, seen in Figure 2a, maps the synchrotron bright-208

ness at 734 kHz, on the high end of Earth’s synchrotron emission. As expected, bright-209

est emission is near the footpoints of the magnetic L shells where the magnetic field is210

stronger, and there is almost no emission below the barrier of L=2.8 at these highest fre-211

quencies, implying a lack of energetic electrons in agreement with observations from the212

Van Allen Probes.213

3 Noise214

We follow Zaslavsky et al. (2011) which gives the equations needed for calibrating215

the response of a short dipole antenna. They use these equations to do the antenna cal-216

ibration of the STEREO/WAVES (S/WAVES) radio instrument (Bale et al., 2008) on-217

board the STEREO spacecraft (Bougeret et al., 2008), using the Galactic radio back-218

ground as a reference source. They considered 3 main sources: amplifier noise, quasither-219

mal noise from free electrons, and Galactic background radiation from the Milky Way.220

Out study will include all relevant potential sources of noise for measurements requir-221

ing sensitivity on the order of 1 Jy. These competing sources can be put into 3 classes222

of signals: removable constants, transients, and unavoidable noise.223

3.1 Removable Constant Background Radiation224

These noise sources are static in nature and must be understood to the sub-1 Jy225

level in order to remove them and detect the synchrotron emission from Earth’s radi-226

ation belts.227

3.1.1 Galactic Background Radiation228

Galactic Thermal Noise from the Milky Way has been characterized extensively229

before (Cane, 1979) (Novaco & Brown, 1978). The model from (Novaco & Brown, 1978)230

is seen in Figure 3 alongside other large noise sources. From spinning antenna experi-231

ments, it’s been thought that the Galactic brightness below 10 MHz is mostly isotropic.232

Modulations as a function of the observed solid angle are around 20% at 0.3 MHz, and233

decreases down to near 0% at 3.6 MHz (Manning, R. & Dulk, G. A., 2001), with the Galac-234

tic poles having a slight brightness enhancement.235

This implies for nonzero baselines, there is a maximum power of 20% of the aver-236

age Galactic brightness. In order to detect the radiation belts, this is a foreground source237

that will needed to be understood to around a 10−5 level in order to not confuse it with238

the weaker synchrotron emission. This will be a mapping effort that has happened at239

higher frequencies, but never to such a degree for the lowest frequency radio sky. Because240

Galactic background radiation is the largest static source in the low frequency sky, it is241

also the most useful for calibration of the antennas (Zaslavsky et al., 2011).242

3.1.2 Blackbody Noise243

There are 3 main blackbody Sources to consider: the Earth, the Sun, and the lu-244

nar surface itself. Earth has an equivalent blackbody temperature of 288 K. Following245

Plank’s law (Planck, 1914), a maximum blackbody brightness is found to be 8.8·10−26
246

W/m2/sr/Hz at 1 MHz, and decreases for lower frequencies. One can multiply these val-247

ues by 4π·( RE

DEM
)2 to account for the inverse square decrease in intensity from the Earth’s248

surface to the Moon and convert to spectral flux density units W/m2/Hz to make a Jan-249

sky comparison. This decreases the total signal from the Earth’s blackbody output to250
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Table 1: Characteristics of constant sources as seen from a lunar based radio
array

Constant Source
Lunar Flux

Density 1 MHz Notes

Galactic
Brightness 5 · 106 Jy Acts like correlated noise

Earth
Blackbody 3 · 10−2 Jy

1.9◦ circle from the Moon
273 K

Lunar
Blackbody

38 - 144 Jy
Night to Day

Added to background noise
100 - 373 K

Solar
Blackbody 4.84 · 10−2 Jy

30 armin circle from the Moon
5800 K

Coronal
Thermal Bremsstrahlung > 100s of Jy

Variable Morphology
Several solar radii across

an integrated 30.4 mJy for 1 MHz at lunar distances and is less strong at lower frequen-251

cies. This effect is small and fairly constant and may be subtracted out of the data on252

a per channel basis. In the scale of our truth images, this 30.4 mJy signal is spread through-253

out the 1960 or so pixels that make up the Earth, giving an average of about 0.0156 mJy/pix.254

This over an order of magnitude below the peak mJy/pix values for the radiation belt,255

and is ignored in our simulations.256

The Moon has an average black body temperature of 271 K, but can have temper-257

atures of 373 K in the daytime (yielding a 1 MHz blackbody noise of 1.14·10−25 W/m2/sr/Hz258

or 1.44·10−24 W/m2/Hz = 144 Jy) and 100 K at night (yielding a 1 MHz blackbody noise259

of 3.06·10−26 W/m2/sr/Hz or 3.85·10−25 W/m2/Hz = 38.5 Jy). Since this is from the260

surface of the Moon itself, and not from a small area in the sky, this blackbody noise will261

add random thermal noise to our system, but is less than 3 orders of magnitude below262

other noise sources even in optimistic amplifier limited noise regimes. We will therefore263

not include it in our simulations. A summary of the basic characteristics of these con-264

stant background radiation noise sources can be seen in Table 1.265

The Sun has a blackbody temperature of 5800 K, giving a maximum surface bright-266

ness of 1.78·10−24 W/m2/sr/Hz at 1 MHz. The mean radius of Sun is 696,000 kilome-267

ters and 1 AU is 1.496·108 kilometers. Multiplying again by ( r1r2 )2·4π yields 4.838·10−28
268

W/m2/Hz or 48 mJy for the flux density at the Moon. This originates from a 12 arcminute269

circular source, and would correspond to to about 2.5 mJy/pixel when spread through270

the 20 or so pixels the sun would take up in the resolution of our truth images. These271

levels are similar to those in the signal in the Earth’s synchrotron emission at lunar dis-272

tances, and will thus have to be removed in post processing with CLEAN (Högbom, 1974)273

or a similar algorithm if it is close to the Earth in the sky. A more advanced multiscale274

method like MultiScale-CLEAN (MS-CLEAN) (Cornwell, 2008) may also be used to re-275

move the Sun from the image, using the known size of the Sun as an input to facilitate276

an direct removal of that sized feature. Peeling methods (Noordam, 2004) may also be277

used to remove the influence from this known source in the visibility domain, before the278

imaging process.279

Imaging studies of the Sun by the LOFAR array have shown that at lower frequen-280

cies, thermal bremsstrahlung emission from the hot 1-2 MK solar corona far outstrips281

that of the Sun’s blackbody emission (Vocks, C. et al., 2018). These studies have revealed282
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that as the Sun is imaged in progressively lower frequencies, more of the corona is seen283

to be emitting. This emitting region will be several solar radii across in the frequencies284

shared by Earth’s synchrotron emission. The exact brightness and morphology of this285

coronal emission is variable and dependent on solar activity. Similar to mitigating the286

solar blackbody emission, a frequency dependent model of the emission must be made287

so it can be subtracted out with MS-CLEAN or peeling methods. Non-thermal emission288

can also occur from transient events such as solar radio bursts (Reames, 2013), yield-289

ing a signal orders of magnitude more intense than that of the quiet Sun or corona. Tran-290

sient emission is difficult to characterize to the 1 Jy level, so it is assumed that any data291

flagged to contain a transient source will be removed for the analysis of the synchrotron292

emission.293

3.2 Transients294

In the following subsections, we will review transient emission sources from Earth295

only, as they will be the most likely to be in the same imaging plane as the synchrotron296

emission.297

3.2.1 Auroral Emissions298

Auroral Kilometric Radiation (AKR hereafter) is typically found in frequencies from299

50-500 kHz and can sometimes go up to 800 kHz. AKR is a powerful natural radio source300

emitting 107 to 108 W, and can exceed 109 in some events (Gurnett, 1974). It is typ-301

ically generated at magnetic latitudes greater than 65◦at altitudes from 5000-15000 km.302

Its power generally increases with magnetospheric activity, especially when substorms303

develop. Reported in (Gurnett, 1974), the Interplanetary Monitoring Platform (IMP)304

8 satellite observed AKR at a distance of 25.2 RE on December 20 1973 with a peak emis-305

sion of 10−14 W/m2/Hz at 100-200 kHz. Applying a r−2 law, this predicts spectral flux306

densities of ∼ 1.4·10−15 W/m2/Hz = 1011 Jy at the position of the Moon. While this307

emission is transient, it far outshines the Radiation Belt emission.308

The source of this emission is thought to be the electron maser instability (Wu &309

Lee, 1979). The cyclotron maser mechanism provides the following characteristic pre-310

dictions: (1) emission occurs near the local electron cyclotron frequency Ωe defined in311

Equation 1; (2) the plasma frequency ωpe =
√

nee2

meε0
for electron density ne, elemental312

charge e, electron mass me, and permittivity of free space ε0 in the source region must313

be much smaller than Ωe; (3) generation of the radiation occurs primarily in the right-314

hand extraordinary (R-X) mode. There is now evidence to back all of these features in315

the form of an identification of an AKR source region by Calvert (1981).316

Mutel et al. (2008) used data from the 4 spacecraft Cluster array to determine a317

typical AKR angular beaming pattern. They found that individual events were highly318

confined latitudinally (typically ±20◦ from the magnetic field tangent direction), but much319

wider longitudinally, i.e., along the cavity. The emission is also subjected to strong re-320

fraction upwards as it travels, implying that not every event will be detectable from lu-321

nar orbit. By looking at the average beaming of the emission over many days worth of322

events, we can predict what the emission may look like from the lunar surface.323

Lamy et al. (2010) provides a statistical study of AKR as seen from Cassini as it324

passed by Earth in 1999. Using data out to several thousand RE , they observe an av-325

erage beaming of the Northern and Southern AKR consistent with conical beams each326

tilted towards the nightside, illuminating approximately a hemisphere each, with only327

sporadic observations from the day side. Past the shadow zone below 12 RE on the night-328

side, emission from both poles is seen at magnetic latitudes lower than 12◦ or so (Lamy329

et al., 2010, Fig. 2). Since the Moon’s orbit is inclined ∼ 28.5◦ relative to the Earth’s330

magnetic Equator, this means that observations of AKR from the Moon are predicted331
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to sample all 3 regions: only RH emission from the north pole, only LH emission from332

the south pole, and a combination of both when its orbit is near the Earth’s magnetic333

equator. Lamy et al. (2010) reports AKR occurence rates for this region having a non-334

periodic average recurrence time of 2-4 hours, with each burst lasting 1-3 hours. The bursts335

are distributed log-normal in power with the likeliest power being 107 W, which is in336

agreement with the CMI triggering process. This implies that AKR can be expected to337

corrupt measurements of the synchrotron emission about 50% of the time on the night-338

side, so roughly 25% overall.339

Related to AKR is auroral hiss, reviewed in Sazhin et al. (1993). This is mostly340

recorded in the evening and night hours in the auroral oval region. The continuous au-341

roral hiss stays below 30 kHz. The impulsive auroral hiss is in the 100s of kHz range and342

can sometimes go up above 500 kHz, usually lasting less than 5 minutes. The likely main343

energy source of auroral hiss emissions is electrons at energies below 100 eV at heights344

greater than about 5000 km above the aurora/ ionosphere precipitating downward. Max-345

imum spectral flux densities of ∼ 1·10−11 W/m2/Hz = 1015 Jy seen from elevations of346

1-2 RE by satellites such as Injun-5 and Alouette-2 from 2500 km above the surface. This347

scales to a maximum spectral flux density of around 6.1·10−18 W/m2/Hz = 6.1 ·108 Jy348

at lunar distances. Ondoh (2013) shows the space based occurrence rates of auroral hiss349

from the ISIS-2 satellite being between 30-50% of the time, depending on latitude and350

geomagnetic local time.351

Medium Frequency (MF) bursts are also prominent sources near these frequencies.352

MF bursts are correlated with auroral hiss and they are both thought to be associated353

with the substorm expansion phase (LaBelle et al., 1997). They have a frequency range354

of about 1.5-4.3 MHz, and usually last around 10 minutes, though they are actually made355

up of many wave packets lasting 200-300 microseconds each. Assuming a source altitude356

of 500 km, on ground brightest packets yield 1-2 microvolt/m/
√

Hz, but over 100 ms,357

the average signal is at most 750 nanovolts/m/
√

Hz. The wave packet nature of MF Bursts358

may be due to nonlinear wave processes or bursty characteristics in the precipitating au-359

roral electrons. The maximum spectral flux density at the lunar surface would be a cou-360

ple orders of magnitude below that of AKR at around 10−18 W/m2/Hz = ·108 Jy . LaBelle361

et al. (1997) reports the occurrence rates of MF bursts as once every 6 to 20 hours, de-362

pending on Kp.363

Auroral roar is another class of low frequency emission that is usually found be-364

tween 2.8 and 3.0 MHz and only has a bandwidth of a few hundred kHz. It is highly struc-365

tured and induces voltages of about 1-2·10−13 V2/m2/Hz (LaBelle et al., 1995) and lasts366

around 10 minutes. They are thought to occur at about twice the local electron cyclotron367

frequency, at an altitude of around 250 km. This emission has a typical strength of 1 mi-368

crovolt/m, and may be beamed. AKR in same place is 10-100 millivolts/m implying that369

auroral roar’s total flux density is couple orders of magnitude below that of AKR at around370

10−18 W/m2/Hz = ·108 Jy. Hughes and LaBelle (1998) reports on the latitudinal de-371

pendence for auroral roar occurrence rates, showing that it occurs once every 3-5 hours,372

and is correlated with Kp.373

These last 3 sources are sometimes highly localized, with a signal decrease of 35374

dB between observations 200 km away (LaBelle et al., 1997). This indicates there may375

some inherent beaming or directional scattering in these processes that may further de-376

crease the signal seen from the lunar near side. There also may be a degree of absorp-377

tion from the ionosphere between the signal source and the lunar surface. A pathfinder378

antenna on the lunar near side would be helpful in quantifying how many of these events379

are detectable from the lunar surface, and how strong they are.380
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3.2.2 Terrestrial Continuum Emission381

Morgan and A. Gurnett (1991) analyzes data from the Dynamics Explorer 1 (DE1)382

spacecraft and provides an overview of Terrestrial Continuum Emission (TCE). Virtu-383

ally all continuum events have their sources near the magnetic equator between 2.0 and384

4.0 Re geocentric distance and occur at frequencies between 30 and 200 kHz, with lit-385

tle emission expected at angles less than 20◦ from the magnetic equator. The radiation386

is beamed outward in a broad beam directed along the magnetic equator with a beam387

width of about 100◦.388

DE1 was 5 Earth Radii away from the Earth, and about 2 Earth Radii away from389

sources that were more than 2-4 orders of magnitude above the Galactic background.390

This implies at lunar distances the flux densities will be 0.1% of the brightness at DE1,391

on the order of the Galactic background around 10−21 W/m2/Hz = ·105 Jy. Unlike the392

tight beaming of auroral transients in the previous subsection, TCE’s wide, equatorial393

beaming ensures that a lunar near side array would see the majority of TCE events oc-394

curing on the visible half of Earth. Morgan and A. Gurnett (1991) also reports the oc-395

currence frequency of TCE as 60% of the time. The occurrence rates increase sharply396

at the midnight meridian, and increases toward the dawnward direction.397

3.2.3 Overresolution of Bright Transients398

For traditional optical telescopes, the resolution for a circular aperture of diame-399

ter D meters can be calculated using the Rayleigh Criterion in Equation 3 (Rayleigh,400

1879). In this equation, λ is the observing wavelength, and FWHM is the full width401

half maximum of the diffraction pattern from the aperture. The FWHM is a fundamen-402

tal limit on the resolution of the telescope, where two point sources closer than this limit403

are seen as a single point source. For radio interferometry, the furthest distance between404

any two receivers in an array determines its resolution, taking the place of D in Equa-405

tion 3, and FWHM is for the synthesized beam instead of an airy disc for optical tele-406

scopes.407

FWHM = 1.22
λ

D
(3)

However, for interferometers there are circumstances when information can be gained408

about sources smaller than this diffraction limit. Mart́ı-Vidal et al. (2012) shows how409

localization better than the beamwidth can be achieved provided there is a strong Sig-410

nal to Noise Ratio (SNR). This can be used to estimate the degree to which the array411

can localize any strong transient emissions. In Equation 4, ΘM represents the true min-412

imum size of a source that can still be resolved by the interferometer. β is a constant413

that depends on the exact configuration of the array, but is usually between 0.5-1.0. Lc414

is the value of log-likelihood corresponding to the critical probability of the null hypoth-415

esis taking a value of 3.84 for a 2 sigma cutoff, and 8.81 for a 3 sigma cutoff. The null416

hypothesis in this case is that the source is a true point soruce, so ΘM can also be thought417

of as the largest source that could be confused with a point source for a given SNR, giv-418

ing a measure of the true resolution of an array. This measure is given relative to the419

Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) in radians of the synthesized beam of the array,420

which is the regular method of determining the array’s resolution depending on the ob-421

serving wavelength λ and the longest projected distance between receivers D.422

ΘM = β

(
Lc

2(SNR)2

) 1
4

· FWHM (4)
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Table 2: Characteristics of Earth originating transients as seen from a lunar
based radio array

Transient
Source

Frequency
Range

Lunar Flux
Density 1 MHz

Occurrence
Rate

10 km
(Over)resolution

Auroral
Kilometric
Radiation 50 - 800 kHz 1010 Jy 50% on night side

12-24 arcmin
at 500 kHz
10x better

Auroral Hiss 100 - 600 kHz 6 · 108 Jy
30-50%

Kp correlation
18 arcmin at

500 kHz

Medium
Frequency

Bursts 1.5-4.3 MHz 106 Jy

10 minutes
every 6-20 hours
Kp correlation

42 arcmin
at 3 MHz

Auroral Roar 2.8-3.0 MHz 106 Jy

10 minutes
every 3-5 hours
Kp correlation

42 arcmin
at 3 MHz

Terrestrial
Continuum
Radiation 30 - 200 kHz 105 Jy 60%

N/A
low frequency

For bright transients like strong Auroral Kilometric Radiation, this implies that423

the array will be able to localize in the plane of sky far better than its beamwidth. In424

fact, for all of the following transient signals the ability for a high degree of localization425

from our array would be interesting science topics in themselves. The level of overres-426

olution possible for a given SNR transient is listed in Table 2, alongside other relevant427

quantities such as occurrence rates and frequency ranges. Transient emission is difficult428

to characterize to the 1 Jy level, so it is assumed that any data flagged to contain a tran-429

sient source will be removed for the analysis of the synchrotron emission.430

3.3 Unavoidable Noise431

These are noise sources that drive the integration time required for a good detec-432

tion. There is no way to subtract it out or get around it.433

3.3.1 Amplifier Noise434

This is receiver dependent noise that will not be fully understood until actual hard-435

ware prototypes are built. Hicks et al. (2012) goes through the process of characteriz-436

ing the noise and impedance of the amplifier and other electronics of the receiver for the437

Long Wavelength Array antenna. Similar techniques would be used to analyze the re-438

sponse of our chosen antenna for a lunar based array. As a stand in, we choose a level439

of amplifier noise with equivalent flux density of 10−20 W/m2/Hz/sr. This was chosen440

to roughly match the amplifier noise of other space based antennas such as SunRISE and441

STEREO/WAVES.442

3.3.2 Quasithermal Noise443

Below 750 kHz plasma thermal noise is a non-negligible factor in solar wind con-444

ditions, and dominates the noise levels below 500 kHz. For a lunar surface with an en-445

hanced electron density from photoionization from Solar photon flux on the dayside, this446

noise can become the dominant factor. For electrically short antenna, the formula for447
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the induced voltage by these free electrons is given by Meyer-Vernet and Perche (1989)448

and Meyer-Vernet et al. (2000), where ne and Te are the local electron density (cm3),449

f is the observing frequency, and L the physical length (m) of one boom (or arm) of the450

dipole. We assume for each receiver, each boom is 5 m long.451

V 2
QTN = 5 · 10−5neTe

f3L
(5)

This is the voltage at the ends of the antenna, so the actual received variations will452

be multiplied by the gain parameter/wave reflection coefficient from impedance mismatch453

Γ2 which we take as 0.52 in our calculations, matching S/WAVES (Zaslavsky et al., 2011,454

Eqn. 7). In Equation 6, V 2
r is the received spectral voltage power, V 2

noise is the ampli-455

fier noise, Rr is the radiation resistance of the antenna, λ is the observing wavelength,456

and Bf is the average spectral sky brightness.457

V 2
r = V 2

noise + Γ2V 2
QTN + 2Γ2Rrλ

2Bf (6)

In order to apply this formula to estimate the level of quasithermal noise on the458

lunar surface, we have to have expected values for the electron density and temperature.459

There has never been a radio antenna that could measure the true level of quasithermal460

noise on the surface of the Moon, so we survey the predictions from theory and remote461

sensing experiments. The first experiments that provided an estimate of lunar electron462

density on the surface were observing radio refractions from the crab nebula (Elsmore,463

1957) (Andrew et al., 1964). From these measurements they inferred the presence of a464

lunar ionosphere above the sunlit lunar surface with peak electron concentrations ne ≈465

500 - 1000 /cm3.466

A few years later, Soviet spacecraft also did a radio refraction timing experiment467

(Vasil’Ev et al., 1974) (Vyshlov, 1976) (Vyshlov & Savich, 1979). Luna 19 and 22 esti-468

mated radial density profiles from radio refraction timing data finding the surprising re-469

sult that the lunar surface may host a stable electron density on the order of 1000/cm3
470

observed on the sunlit side, including regions near the terminator.471

Lunar Prospector data from 1998−1999 used a Electron Reflectometer to measure472

Te and ne at altitude ranges of 30−115 km. The Reflectometer collected data for elec-473

trons from 7 eV to 20 keV for 19 months (Chandran et al., 2013). On the day side, ne ≈474

8/cm3 and Te ≈ 12 eV. At the night side ne decreases exponentially and Te reaches to475

50 eV. On the lunar night side ne shows a range of 2–0.002/cm3 and Te has a range of476

15-50 eV. Lunar surface potential is found to be highly dependent on electron temper-477

ature, which varies with solar input, and may be especially dependent on crustal mag-478

netic fields.479

A more recent experiment with LRS (Lunar Radio Science) on Kaguya-SELENE480

by the Japanese space agency has found evidence of transient enhancements in surface481

electron density around 250/cm3 but only within a solar zenith angle of 60 degrees. They482

used radio occultation experiments with multiple spacecraft to probe the lower lunar at-483

mosphere (Imamura et al., 2012). SELENE did not find a large persistent enhancement484

like Luna over the whole dayside. An additional factor that may explain the discrepancy485

is the amount of ultraviolet radiation at the times of the experiments (Stubbs et al., 2011).486

The F10.7 index is a measure of the noise level generated by the sun at a wavelength of487

10.7 cm at the earth’s orbit, and acts as a useful proxy for ultraviolet radiation from the488

Sun. The F10.7 index was particularly low at 70 solar flux units (1 sfu = 10−22 W m2
489

Hz−1) during the SELENE mission at solar minimum. On the other hand, during the490

Luna 19 and 22 missions the index was in a range between 75–125 sfu.491
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There have also been several theory driven approaches to estimating electron con-492

ditions at the lunar surface. Colwell et al. (2007) did a calculation of the photoelectron493

sheath finding a surface electron density of 60/cm3, using a Maxwellian distribution for494

the photoelectrons. This may be outdated by Mishra and Misra (2018) and Sodha and495

Mishra (2014), which use a more physically motivated half Fermi Dirac (F-D) distribu-496

tion for velocities of the photoelectrons. These analyses find a electron densities on the497

order of 1000/cm3, and up to 7000/cm3 and higher depending on the solar wind input498

and photoelectric efficiency of the surface. Both of these theories predict the reduced pho-499

ton flux in late afternoon or nighttime will lead to a corresponding decrease in electron500

density.501

We can plug these values into Equation 5 to get conservative (1000/cm3 ne), mod-502

erate (250/cm3 ne), and optimistic (8/cm3 ne) values for the plasma noise portion of the503

noise budget that dominates the lower band. A electron temperature of 12 eV will be504

used for all noise budgets, which is justified since the only time it is known to be higher505

than that is on the night side when ne is also much lower, so the product of neTe from506

Equation 5 is equivalent to the optimistic case. Figure 3 shows the equivalent brightness507

of all the unavoidable noise sources together with a model of the Galactic brightness for508

reference.509

Figure 3: Noise budgets with different quasithermal noise assumptions. These
include the main unavoidable static noise sources for a lunar surface radio
array over the range 100-1000 kHz. Top: Optimal 250/cm3, Amplifier Domi-
nated Noise Budget. Left : Moderate, 250/cm3 Electron Quasithermal Noise
Dominated. Right : Conservative, 1000/cm3 Electron Quasithermal Noise
Dominated. The sum of these noise sources is multiplied by 4π steradian to
compute the System Equivalent Flux Densities (SEFDs) which we use to com-
pute Signal to Noise ratios.
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3.4 Deciding on an Operational Science Band510

In order to avoid most of the transient sources, we are setting the observing range511

to 500-1000 kHz. This range avoids most of the AKR, Auroral Hiss, and Earth Contin-512

uum Emission that occurs below 500 kHz, and almost completely avoids the Auroral Roar513

and MF Bursts that occur above 1.5 MHz. There were no Salammbô simulations done514

to predict the radiation belts above 1.0 MHz, but 1.0-1.5 MHz is likely to be a useful ex-515

tension of our observing range since there are normally no more transients than there516

are in the 500-1000 kHz range. But for the rest of the paper, we assume a operational517

bandwidth of 500-1000 kHz. Averaging over this range, the optimistic noise budget gives518

an average brightness of 1.1·10−20 W/m2/Hz/sr which we multiply by 4π for a system519

equivalent flux density (SEFD) of 1.38·10−19 W/m2/Hz = 1.38·107 Jy. The moderate520

noise budget gives an average brightness of 3.66·10−20 W/m2/Hz/sr which we multiply521

by 4π for a SEFD of 4.6·10−19 W/m2/Hz = 4.6·107 Jy. The conservative noise budget522

gives an average brightness of 1.16·10−19 W/m2/Hz/sr which we multiply by 4π for a523

SEFD of 1.46·10−18 W/m2/Hz = 1.46·108 Jy. If there are any transients that leak into524

this operating range, we will have to have some system to recognize the extra flux, and525

filter the data from that bandwidth and time period from the data that will go into the526

synchrotron imaging. The data could be processed at high spectral resolution to flag in-527

terference before integrating across the observing band for imaging.528

4 Designing a Mock Array529

Predicted brightness maps have to be run through simulated lunar arrays with re-530

alistic noise to see what array size/ configuration will be needed to image the emission531

of the belts. However, traditional radio astronomy software is hard coded to assume an532

Earth based array. To circumvent this, we manually calculate the antenna separations533

and insert them along with the simulated visibilities into a Common Astronomy Soft-534

ware Applications (CASA) Measurement Set (MS) file for analysis (McMullin et al., 2007).535

These MS files contain the information of the array configuration, alignment with the536

sky, and visibility data. This is a standard format that can be used with a wide range537

of existing imaging and analysis algorithms.538

The mathematics and theory of creating images with radio arrays has been fleshed539

out in classic textbooks such as Thompson et al.’s Interferometry and Synthesis in Ra-540

dio Astronomy (Thompson et al., 1986). Stated informally, the basic insight to under-541

stand is that for a group of antennas, the cross correlation of any pair of antennas (a vis-542

ibility) will yield the information of a single 2D Fourier coefficient of the sky brightness543

pattern. The exact spatial 2D wave that is sampled depends on the separation between544

the given pair of radio receivers in units of wavelength of the observing frequency. The545

further apart the receivers are in a certain coordinate system oriented towards the imag-546

ing target, the higher the spatial frequency sample will be provided, giving higher res-547

olution details at small scales. Conversely, the closer a pair of receivers are in that same548

reference frame, the lower the spatial frequency sampled, yielding larger scale structure549

information at a lower resolution.550

In order to solve for the antenna separations, or baselines, a set of locations were551

chosen using data from the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) (Chin et al., 2007). We552

use Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) data (Barker et al., 2016) which provides high-553

resolution Lunar Topography (SLDEM2015) data, giving the altitude for any given lon-554

gitude and latitude. The data is in the Moon Mean Earth/Polar Axis (ME) frame, which555

has the Sub-Earth point at Longitude 0◦ Latitude 0◦. The Moon ME frame is standard556

for all lunar data in the Planetary Data System (PDS). We use SPICE (Acton, 1996)557

to align the Moon ME frame to the celestial sky in order to track its relative position558

with the Sun and Earth. By having the array near the sub-Earth point, the array will559

be very close to planar all the time due to the orbital lock of the Moon with Earth. The560
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Earth will be directly overhead near the center of the sky at all times, with only slight561

variations in the projected baselines from the wobbling of the lunar rotation, which is562

accurately tracked by SPICE.563

With this simulation pipeline in hand, the simulated synchrotron map may be prop-564

agated through a model of a distributed radio array on the Moon to produce dirty im-565

ages that approximate the performance of the array. A dirty image is an array’s imper-566

fect representation of the true sky brightness pattern that has been corrupted by the in-567

herent sparseness of a distributed radio array. The configuration of the array determines568

the dirty beam, or the point spread function (psf), that is the combination of unweighted569

Fourier samples obtained from each pair of antennas. The dirty image is mathematically570

equivalent to a convolution of the true sky brightness pattern with the dirty beam. Any571

sidelobes or imperfections in the beam will translate into imperfections in the dirty im-572

age.573

4.1 Array Locations574

We will test out 3 array sizes: 6 km diameter, 10 km diameter, and 20 km diam-575

eter. In order to find a good place for the center of each array, we zoom in on the area576

around the Sub Earth point at 0◦ Longitude 0◦ Latitude. We limit our search to the area577

of ±2◦ Longitude and Latitude around the Sub-Earth point. At the equator, each de-578

gree of Longitude is 29.67 km, so the approximate area considered was 14085 km2. Within579

this area, patches of land with low variance in elevation were found in order to base var-580

ious sized arrays. We found the 5×5 km2, the 10×10 km2, and the 20×20 km2 patches581

that had the lowest variance in elevation according to the SLDEM2015 data with a res-582

olution of 128 pixels per degree. These locations and their root mean square (RMS) in583

elevation are shown in Figure 4 (b)-(e).584

4.2 Array Formation585

Now that we have locations for the arrays, we have to decide on the configuration586

of the array. We assume that we are using 5 m dual-polarization dipole antennas for all587

our receivers, and that there is a minimum distance of 15 m between receivers. This lim-588

its the maximum density of receivers to ∼ 4400 antennas/km2. Though that dense of589

a distribution won’t be needed everywhere, a large amount of receivers are needed to de-590

tect a low frequency synchrotron emission signal that is at least 5 orders of magnitude591

below the noise.592

There exist several algorithms for the optimization of array configuration for a given593

number of antenna and location. Iterative algorithms for specific topographies (Boone,594

F., 2001) and imaging targets (Boone, F., 2002) may be used to find a high performing595

configuration better than simple arrangements such as logarithmically spaced circles. These596

techniques may be extended in different ways to take obstacles such as craters into ac-597

count (Girard, 2013), or minimize certain parameters like cable length (Zyma et al., 2017).598

These cables are used to transmit data from each receiver to a central facility for data599

processing and transmission.600

Minimizing cable length helps decrease construction costs, but an alternative to601

using cables in the first place is to have a central tower that has a Line of Sight (LOS)602

view of every antenna that would facilitate communication via a higher frequency an-603

tenna. The equation for the horizon distance is d =
√
h(2R+ h) for radius R and height604

of observation h. For lunar radius 1,737.5 km and d = 10 km, this equation can be solved605

for h = 28.8 meters. So a tower roughly 30 m or 100 ft tall could be seen by every an-606

tenna station out to 10 km. Though to actually transmit data at an acceptable rate it607

would need to be taller since transmitting directly to the horizon leaves little room for608

error. Fortunately, monopole towers up to 200 feet are commonly used on Earth for a609
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Figure 4: Top: Center of array at sub-Earth point, 0◦ Longitude, 0◦ Latitude
in the Mean Earth/Polar Axis (ME) frame used for all modern lunar data.
An array near here will have the Earth in the zenith of its sky continuously.
Middle Left : Lowest elevation variation array location candidates near the
Sub Earth Point for 6, 10, and 20 km arrays. Middle Right : 10 km radius
Array, Elevation σ = 13.5 m. Lower Left : 5 km radius Array, Elevation σ =
5.6 m. Lower Right : 3 km radius Array, Elevation σ = 2.8 m. These eleva-
tion maps show different 1024 element array configurations of logarithmically
spaced concentric circles. This configuration is relatively unoptimized, but
provides many short baselines where most of the signal for diffuse structures
are. The logarithmic aspect also provides some non-uniformity, increasing the
array’s (u, v) coverage.
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myriad of uses, including wireless communication. These towers have a small footprint610

and foundation, and are relatively fast and easy to erect.611

The decision for the configuration of a radio array should also take the point spread612

function into account and assure that an array has sufficient (u, v) coverage. It has been613

shown that non-regular arrays such as hierarchical arrays that introduce small tweaks614

into their array geometry can give better signal to noise ratios or less sidelobe interfer-615

ence than more uniformly spaced arrays(KETO, 2012). Previous experiments with ar-616

ray design have also showed one can employ a sequential optimization strategy to your617

layout and reach near theoretical limits on sidelobes (Woody, 2001a) (Woody, 2001b).618

Another powerful technique that might be utilized for the configuration of a large619

scale lunar array is hybrid arrays. These are getting more popular on the ground with620

low frequency telescopes like the MWA (Tingay et al., 2013), LOFAR (van Haarlem, M.621

P. et al., 2013), and LWA (Ellingson et al., 2009) all employing a version of this strat-622

egy. Hybrid arrays consist of a mixture of single elements and clusters of elements that623

have been phased up to act as a single element. Nearby groups of antennas are made to624

act like a single phased array, and then one employs interferometry to use many of these625

groups of antennas that spread far away from each other. This yields both short and long626

baselines while maintaining a tractable way to handle all the data processing that’s spread627

over many kilometers.628

As an initial stand in for a more optimized array design, we opt for an array shape629

of logarithmically spaced circles. By logarithmically spacing the antennas in each arm630

of the array, more baselines are concentrated in the shorter ranges that provide more sig-631

nal for imaging the diffuse synchrotron emission belts. The logarithmic aspect of the lay-632

out also adds a layer of non-uniformity to the design, increasing the array’s (u, v) cov-633

erage. We simulate a 1024 element array with 32 arms with 32 logarithmically spaced634

antennas each, and calculate the noiseless visibilities from the synchrotron brightness model.635

We did this for a 6 km, 10 km, and 20 km array to see the noiseless response of differ-636

ent synthesized beam responses. The 1024 element layouts are seen over their respec-637

tive lunar location in Figure 4. A more refined optimization of the array configuration638

that takes into account specific lunar geometries, cable length, point spread functions,639

and more is left for future work, and is described briefly in the Future Work section of640

the paper.641

4.3 Imaging Performance642

The noiseless recovered images of ∼ 2 Jy stormy periods are seen in Figure 5. An643

important thing to note is the maximum of the colorbars in each of the panels. As the644

array is made smaller, the beam grows, reducing the resolution of the recovered image,645

but also making the features brighter because the beam takes in more signal. The sweet646

spot may be an array of 10 km since at that resolution 4 main synchrotron lobes are re-647

solved unlike the 6 km array, but the lobes are twice as bright (albeit less well separated)648

than for the 20 km array. Images were made with a Briggs weighting scheme with a ro-649

bustness parameter of -0.5, focusing more on resolution than noise reduction.650

Now we add realistic noise to the radio visibilities. From (Taylor et al., 1999), the651

interferometric noise for a single polarization can be calculated with652

σ =
SEFD

ηs
√
Nant(Nant − 1)∆ν∆T

(7)

ηs is the system efficiency or correlator efficiency, which we have conservatively as-653

sumed to be 0.8. This efficiency is a function of how the correlator does its quantization,654

with more levels of quantization leading to less signal loss, but more computation with655
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Figure 5: Noiseless Response of Different Sized Arrays to Synchrotron Emis-
sion of Stormy Radiation Belts. Top: Noiseless response of 20 km array. The
1.91◦ Earth is added in for a scale indicator. Left : Noiseless response of 10
km array. Right : Noiseless response of 6 km array. Images were made with a
Briggs weighting scheme with a robustness parameter of -0.5.

increasing sample rates. Thompson et al. (2007) provides a table of this correlator ef-656

ficiency for a number of quantization levels, showing that for a Nyquist sampled volt-657

age waveform, anything over 3 level quantization will lead to a correlator efficiency of658

over 0.8. This should not be a limiting factor since modern arrays such as the Very Large659

Array (VLA) use 8 bit sampling, leading to 256 quantization levels, and a correlator ef-660

ficiency over 0.9. The System Equivalent Flux Density (SEFD) is a useful way to talk661

about a radio antenna’s total noise because it ties in both the effective area and the sys-662

tem temperature, giving a simple way to compare the signal and the noise. We take the663

SEFD as the average noise over our operational science band described in section 3.4 and664

take ∆ν to be 500 kHz.665

Equation 7 is for point source sensitivity, and is valid because the Fourier trans-666

form of a delta function has a constant non-zero amplitude. For diffuse sources in the667

sky such as the radiation belts, the distribution of baselines is important. For the syn-668

chrotron emission belts, Figure 2 (b) shows that most of the power is in a couple 10s of669

wavelengths, with generally more power the shorter the baseline. This means the amount670

of signal added from a baseline is not constant, and imaging software like CASA is needed671

to understand what the SNR would be for a given array configuration imaging diffuse672

structures such as the synchrotron emission from radiation belts. The units for the Sig-673

nal and Noise in the recovered images from an interferometer are Jy/beam. Figure 2 (c)674

also shows that the 3 areas of (u, v) space that the most power have phases close to ei-675

ther 0◦, 180◦, or −180◦. This will be a useful check on the real measurements, and may676
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be used to detect errors in phase measurement. However, we will not go into this advanced677

level of array calibration for this paper.678

We treat the values with an appropriate amount of noise, using Equation 7 with679

NAnt = 2 for each visibility. Equation 7 also tells us that overall noise decreases roughly680

linearly with increasing NAnt. We can use our 1024 element model to estimate a 16384681

element array by dividing the noise by 16, as long as we assume the expanded array has682

a similar distribution of baselines. Under this assumption, a 16384 element array has ∼256683

similar baselines for every 1 baseline of a 1024 element array. So when adding all the vis-684

ibility data to create an image, the Fourier sample for that baseline will have its noise685

decreased by a factor of
√

256 = 16 when compared to the single corresponding base-686

line for a 1024 element array. So by dividing the noise from our 1024 element arrays by687

16, we have simulated a 16384 element array spread over 6, 10 and 20 km. Recovered688

dirty images of stormy period synchrotron emission for a 4 hour integration time using689

16384 receivers in an optimal, amplifier limited noise environment are seen in Figure 6.690

With the SNR in Jansky/beam from these simulations, we can come up with predicted691

times it would take to reach a given SNR for a particular noise environment. Data were692

imaged using a Briggs weighting scheme (Briggs et al., 1999) with a robustness param-693

eter of -0.5, so more on the uniform weighting side as opposed to natural weighting. This694

seemed to make the best images for this imaging target, with larger robustness values695

Figure 6: Recovered Dirty Images after 4 hours Integration with Optimal, Am-
plifier Limited Noise. Top: Noisy response of 20 km array, σ = .0318 Jy/beam
=⇒ SNR ≈ 3.93 for each lobe. The 1.91◦ Earth is added in for a scale indi-
cator. Left : Noisy response of 10 km array, σ = 0.041 Jy/beam =⇒ SNR ≈
5.85 for each lobe. Right : Noisy response of 6 km array, σ = 0.073 Jy/beam
=⇒ SNR ≈ 6.44 per lobe. Images were made with a Briggs weighting scheme
with a robustness parameter of -0.5, and are showed here completely un-
CLEANed.
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giving up too much resolution, while more negative values being noisier. The images have696

not been deconvolved in any way.697

From Figure 1, the average integrated spectral flux density for the radiation belts698

in a noisy storm period is 2 Jy over 500-1000 kHz, while for a calm period it is 1.4 Jy.699

The translates into needing an integration time roughly twice as long in order to reach700

a similar SNR for a given array. There is roughly a factor of 3.3 between optimal and701

moderate noise, and a factor of 3.16 between moderate and conservative noise. This means702

that to reach the same SNR takes ∼10 times longer in moderate environment than in703

the optimal, and also (at least) 10 times longer in the conservative regime over the mod-704

erate environment. So if the antenna array can be powered during lunar night, snapshots705

could be taken of the radiation belts every couple hours. On the other hand, electron706

densities over 1000/cm3 at low Solar zenith angles (near lunar noon) could overwhelm707

the array to the small signal that the radiation belts give off. The expected integration708

times for a 16384 element array for our various noise budgets and array sizes is shown709

in Table 3.710

Table 3: Expected Integration Times for 16384 Element Arrays of Various
Sizes

Integration Time (minutes) for
16384 Element Array over 500 kHz 6 km array 10 km array 20 km array

Optimal Noise 3 σ Lobe Detection Calm 104 126 280

Optimal Noise 3 σ Lobe Detection Storm 52 63 140

Moderate Noise 3 σ Lobe Detection Calm 1132 1372 3050

Moderate Noise 3 σ Lobe Detection Storm 566 686 1525

Conservative Noise 3 σ Lobe Detection Calm 11096 13442 28873

Conservative Noise 3 σ Lobe Detection Storm 5548 6721 14936

5 Discussion711

Imaging the synchrotron emission from the Earth’s radiation belts at regular in-712

tervals would go a long way towards understanding the global response of Earth to vari-713

able Solar input. However, due to the relative weakness of the signal compared to the714

unavoidable noise sources from the lunar ionosphere and receiver electronics, thousands715

of antennas would be needed to get good measurements at a decent cadence. This pa-716

per outlines many of the transient noise sources and provides estimates of what it would717

take to achieve useful results, but it is only a first attempt at answering the problem.718

Many antenna design & implementation details would have to be taken into account for719

a real mission, a few of which are listed in the Future Work section.720

Table 3 outlines the integration times needed for successful detections of the syn-721

chrotron emission under different conditions, saying that the data equivalent needed for722

a certain level of detection is X minutes times 500 kHz. There is an implicit optimism723

here because in reality, a flagging system would need to be implemented that could take724

out noisy channels that have other sources of unknown strength overpowering the syn-725

chrotron signal. This would mean it would likely take longer than stated in the table to726

actually reach the amount of data needed for a given SNR. Another important factor727

not mentioned so far is duty cycle. Most antennas are not recording data 100% of the728
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time. A system where every antenna has a 50% duty cycle means that it would take twice729

as long to collect the same amount of signal.730

Some useful takeaways from this paper are that ∼10 km seems to be a good com-731

promise in array size because at that resolution 4 main synchrotron lobes are resolved,732

but are still relatively bright. A 10x10 km patch could hold over 440000 antennas if densely733

packed, but a circular distribution with many logarithmically spaced arms could make734

do with 16384 elements. Several low variance altitude regions near the Sub Earth point735

of the lunar surface were identified as promising array locations. This work also demon-736

strates a data processing pipeline combining SPICE, lunar surface data from LRO, and737

CASA that can generate the dirty images for a lunar array. The integration times re-738

quired for detections are predicted to be highly dependent on Solar Zenith Angle, since739

less incident Sunlight will lead to fewer photoionized electrons, which will mean less qu-740

asithermal noise. This results in faster snapshots of the synchrotron emission as you move741

from lunar noon, to lunar late afternoon, to lunar night. This provides an incentive for742

a power supply system that can power the system as late as possible into the lunar night.743

This will require either highly efficient solar panels and batteries, or a radioisotope ther-744

moelectric generator.745

6 Future Work746

As discussed in the Array Formation section, there are a number of optimizations747

that could be made to the array configuration. Logarithmically spaced circles are used748

as a stand-in, but in reality we would want to optimize the configuration, avoiding any749

small craters at the array site, minimizing key parameters such as total cable length, and750

designing the point spread function to have good (u, v) coverage. In addition to increas-751

ing the imaging performance of the array, these optimizations can also help decrease con-752

struction costs.753

Improvements in the simulations could be made by including a channel dependent754

simulated foreground removal for removable constant noise sources such as blackbody755

signals and Galactic background structure. The data processing pipeline could also use756

a fleshed out transient event detection scheme that removes flagged channels from the757

data that goes into the synchrotron emission imaging. The pipeline could then be tested758

on imaging these transient signals to demonstrate the degree of localization possible for759

a given SNR transient.760

As discussed in the Amplifier Noise section, there is hardware specific character-761

ization of the noise and impedance of the receiver to be done. Hicks et al. (2012) pro-762

vides a useful guide to look to as they go through these processes for the Long Wave-763

length Array (LWA) antenna. Similar techniques would be used to analyze the response764

of our chosen antenna for a lunar based array. Mutual coupling and Galactic noise cor-765

relation can lead to a decrease in sensitivity for arrays with receivers less than a few wave-766

lengths away from one another, as discussed in Ellingson (2011). This is reflected in a767

increase in expected SEFD for the array, especially for beams formed over 10◦ from zenith.768

For beams near zenith the effects of coupling is frequency dependent, and may be bet-769

ter or worse than expected. For the purpose of imaging the Earth’s synchrotron emis-770

sion, the consequences from coupling are minimal since the array’s location ensures that771

the Earth will always be near the sky’s zenith. In order to unlock the array’s full poten-772

tial, studies of the expected SEFD as a function of elevation angle and frequency will773

have to be done, as Ellingson (2011) did for the LWA.774

The NASA SMD recently chose the Radio wave Observations on the Lunar Sur-775

face of the photoElectron Sheath (ROLSES) mission with PI Robert MacDowall to put776

a STEREO WAVES inspired radio antenna on the lunar near side (Graham & Reckart,777

2019). This will be an excellent pathfinder for many engineering aspects of the array not778
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described in this paper, and will also finally provide direct measurements of the photo-779

electron sheath density near the surface over the course of the lunar day. This will so-780

lidify the noise budget in Figure 3, and will help drive requirements for signal to noise781

levels for all future lunar radio arrays. It will also provide occurrence rates and flux den-782

sity levels for transient events detectable on the lunar near side. The instrument will be783

flown as part of the Commercial Lunar Payload Services (CLPS) program, where pri-784

vate landers will robotically deliver and deploy selected payloads. The expected Payload785

Delivery Date is August 2020. Another CLPS mission is Solar Cell Demonstration Plat-786

form for Enabling Long-Term Lunar Surface Power will demonstrate advanced solar ar-787

rays for longer mission duration. The expected Payload Delivery Date is March 2020.788
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